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Abstract

Humans use natural language, vision, and con-
text to resolve referents in their environment.
While some situated reference resolution is triv-
ial, ambiguous cases arise when the language is
underspecified or there are multiple candidate
referents. This study investigates how prag-
matic modulators external to the linguistic con-
tent are critical for the correct interpretation of
referents in these scenarios. In particular, we
demonstrate in a human subjects experiment
how the social norms applicable in the given
context influence the interpretation of referring
expressions. Additionally, we highlight how
current coreference tools in natural language
processing fail to handle these ambiguous cases.
We also briefly discuss the implications of this
work for assistive robots which will routinely
need to resolve referents in their environment.

1 Introduction

Humans interacting in natural language need to
resolve referential expressions often referring to
referents in their environment; utterances like pick
up the green box or pick it up, for instance, high-
light some referring expressions that point to a ref-
erent. These expressions appear in various forms,
from clear and specific—the green box—to under-
specified and ambiguous—it. But reference res-
olution, especially situated reference resolution,
also requires vision and pragmatic context to dis-
ambiguate references. In the linguistically under-
specifed example of pick it up, a listener may have
to look for the candidate objects in the environment
to figure out what it refers to. Additionally, the so-
cial setting can modulate what referent is intended,
given the same referring expression and objects in
the environment; in a dining room, for instance, a
spoon on the ground may be the more likely candi-
date than a pencil. In this paper we investigate the
role of pragmatic modulators like this in reference
resolution.

The psycholinguistics literature has leveraged
eye tracking to infer what referents humans resolve
in various contexts (Tanenhaus et al., 1995; Spivey
et al., 2001). Pragmatic modulators outside of the
linguistic content can further constrain the referen-
tial domain and affect referent interpretation, such
as task-relevant constraints (Hanna and Tanenhaus,
2004). There is a gap, however, in understanding
how other pragmatic modulators, such as social
norms and conventions affect the interpretation of
referents. For example, while there has been work
on modeling what social norms are activated in
various contexts and settings (Malle et al., 2020),
it is unclear how norms guide humans to interpret
referring expressions. Similarly, conventions such
as standing on the right side of an escalator while
walking on the left, or sitting in the back of cab, can
have modulatory influence on reference resolution
and object selection.

The aim of this paper is to demonstrate the role
of pragmatic modulators, especially social norms,
in guiding situated reference resolution. First we
provide background on reference resolution and
context, with a focus on situated reference resolu-
tion in particular. Then, we show how referents are
guided by social norms in certain contexts through
a human-subjects experiment. We proceed to com-
pare results from this experiment—the referents
selected given the situational context and referring
expressions—against several coreference tools that
attempt to resolve these referents. Lastly, with an
eye towards assistive robots, we conclude by out-
lining an approach for teaching robots to leverage
social norms and context for object selection.

2 Background

2.1 Reference Resolution in NLP

Reference resolution is a key task in natural lan-
guage processing. State-of-the-art approaches in
NLP—through significant strides in deep learning—
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perform well on text-based reference resolu-
tion by learning important syntactic and seman-
tic features. Indeed, coreference phenomenon
are naturally guided by several linguistic phe-
nomena as discussed in (Jurafsky and Martin,
2009). Among them are gender agreement, num-
ber agreement, person agreement, recency, bind-
ing constraints, verb semantics, and selectional
restrictions—features often useful for coreference
models in NLP such as CoreNLP (Finkel et al.,
2005). A more recent end-to-end neural model,
part of AllenNLP (Lee et al., 2017), moves away
from traditional engineered features and syntac-
tic information and instead relies on word embed-
dings within and around potential coreferent men-
tion spans as well as the distance between spans,
among other approaches.

However, while powerful models encode impor-
tant linguistic cues for reference interpretation, and
use word embeddings to capture word similarity,
they fail to take into account contextual knowledge
(Emami et al., 2018). This renders current NLP
tools insufficient for situated reference resolution.

Recently, coreference tasks such as the Wino-
grad Schema Challenge (WSC), proposed by
Levesque et al. (2012), challenge coreference mod-
els to handle world knowledge and common sense
reasoning. The KnowRef dataset (Emami et al.,
2018), a coreference corpus of natural texts, pro-
vides a new benchmark for coreference resolution
that requires systems to reason about context. The
coreference task created sentences stripped of lin-
guistic cues from syntax, gender agreement, and
number agreement, forcing systems to rely on con-
text and world knowledge. Emami et al. (2018)
fine-tuned a BERT model on the KnowRef dataset
to improve its accuracy over other state-of-the-art
models. This shows that reference resolution sys-
tems can encode world knowledge and common
sense reasoning to an extent when trained on these
Winograd Schema type datastets. Yet these pow-
erful models remain opaque and do not explicitly
model the pragmatic constraints of social norms
and conventions.

3 Pragmatic Constraints and Social
Norms

Work on multi-modal reference resolution gets
closer to modeling pragmatic constraints, mainly
by moving beyond text and considering gesture
and context to help disambiguate referring expres-

sions (Matuszek et al., 2014; Whitney et al., 2016;
Chai et al., 2004). Whitney et al. (2016), in addi-
tion to speech and gesture, incorporates contextual
knowledge to improve the accuracy of their model
on a dataset where people refer to objects on a
table. The model exploits information from the
kitchen domain and uses recipes as a knowledge
base to understand tools and ingredients that typi-
cally belong together. Chai et al. (2004) also uses
domain knowledge in a graph-matching algorithm
for multi-modal referring expressions with a map
showing houses and prices. The guiding context,
here, is conversational history and domain knowl-
edge about house pricing.

Within the psycholinguistics literature, Hanna
and Tanenhaus (2004) use eye-tracking in a cook-
ing simulation to show that pragmatic constraints
have modulatory influence on the interpretation
of referring expressions. In this experiment, par-
ticipants followed a confederate cook’s instruc-
tions for a recipe, where the cook used the the
definite noun phrase the cake mix to signal po-
tential referents in the cooking space. The ad-
dressee’s domain of interpretation changed with
the task-based constraints—cued perceptually with
the cook’s hands being empty or full. As the ad-
dressees monitor the speaker, they tend to interpret
the referent in the cook’s area when the cook’s
hands were full and the referent in their own area
when the cook’s hands were empty. The results
support constraint-based models, where speaker
constraints are taken into account for interpretation
alongside linguistic ones; indeed, this study high-
lights how a definite referring expression can point
to a few possible candidate objects in a restricted
domain, just based on its linguistic form, yet people
can disambiguate which referent is being referred
to from the pragmatic context. While this study
focuses on speaker-based constraints, there is still a
lack of knowledge about the modualtory influence
of social norms and conventions in interpreting re-
ferring expressions.

A promising step in this direction are attempts
to computationally model social norms with the
ultimate aim of creating norm competent artificial
agents (Malle et al., 2020). Malle et al. (2020)
experimentally collected responses from humans to
generate social norms for eight contexts, including
a library, boardroom, bathroom, and restaurant,
among others. While social norms can be elusive
and challenging to define, since they vary by cul-
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ture and appear on various levels of demand, Malle
et al. (2020) follows Janoff-Bulman et al. (2009)
in viewing social norms as prescriptions and
prohibitions and giving attention the gradability of
these norms by mapping the deontic force—how
strong or weak these norms are to be followed—to
the collected prescriptions and prohibitions. Malle
et al. (2020) define norms more formally as such:

A norm is an instruction, in a given community,
to (not) perform an action in a given context,
provided that a sufficient number of individuals in
the community (i) demand, to a certain degree, of
each other to follow the instruction and (ii) do in
fact follow it.

We will adopt this definition for social norms in
this study, which formalizes the idea of prescrip-
tions and prohibitions being followed by many peo-
ple. We also broaden the definition of social norms
to include descriptive norms and conventions, al-
though Bicchieri (2005) makes a more fine-grained
distinction between social norms, conventions, and
descriptive norms. We do not consider moral norms
or legal obligations in the present paper.

Equally important, this study offers an approach
for teaching norms to robots for guiding actions and
balancing norms with goals. They outline an en-
riched Markvov Decision Process (MDP) approach
that uses a starting norm base, which are predefined
norms collected in the experiment, and refines it
through human interaction and feedback. We look
at this proposal optimistically for, in a similar vein,
teaching embodied agents the specific behavior of
performing situated reference resolution.

A referring expression can appear in a variety
of linguistic forms, but pragmatics, regardless of
the linguistic form, has the potential to modulate
the meaning of the sentence and referent entirely.
This will be true for humans that use natural lan-
guage with robots as well. Imagine a situation
where someone commands an assistive robot in a
home: take it away. The robot can use the natural
language and vision input to scan the area for poten-
tial referents of it. If a shoe and a spoon are salient
objects on a dining room table, the convention of
a shoe not belonging on a table would make the
shoe the more likely candidate. Alternatively if a
shoe and a spoon are salient objects on the floor of
a bedroom, the spoon would likely be the referent.

Marrying the work on pragmatic constraints on

reference resolution and social norms, we conduct
an experiment where humans are tasked with iden-
tifying the referent of an ambiguous referring ex-
pression across various contexts and, thus, various
social norms and conventions.

This experiment relates to previous work that
leverages crowd sourcing for collecting anaphora
annotations and judgments (Poesio et al., 2019,
2013; Chamberlain et al., 2008; Kicikoglu et al.,
2019). Although this body of work focuses on a
game-with-a-purpose (GWAP) approach to crowd
sourcing (Von Ahn, 2006), our study does not gam-
ify our annotation task but it does avoid using
linguistic and annotation terminology for partic-
ipants. Poesio et al. (2019), specifically, collects
several judgements and disagreements over am-
biguous cases of anaphora. Similarly, our study
captures the reasons and explanations people make
when resolving a referent, although there is no adju-
dication process. Through overall decisions and ex-
planations, we are then able to study the agreement
and interpretations over our ambiguous scenarios.

4 Experiment and Results

Here, we report the details of an online vignette-
based human-subjects experiment designed to ex-
plicate the potential role of social norms in resolv-
ing references in context. We recruited 50 par-
ticipants on Prolific (see https://prolific.
co), an online participant recruitment site which
is known to provide better results on tasks like
ours. Participants were free to leave the study at
any point, their data was anonymized, and they re-
ceived adequate payment for the study. A consent
form was presented at the beginning of each study
with information on how their data would be used.
We restricted our recruitment to people living in
the United States and at the time of the study and
native speakers of English.

Each participant was presented with eight text
vignettes where each vignette described a scene
within a daily-life context. Each scene contains
four pieces of information: an explicit mention of
the setting (The scene takes place in a library), a
description of the background—that is, the objects
and people in the scene—an underspecified refer-
ring expression (e.g., remove it), and an actor in
the scene acting on an object. There are always
two salient referents that are potential candidates
for the referring expression. Participants must de-
termine whether the referent chosen by the actor in
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Contexts Items Hypothesized Norms

Library head seat, side seat do not interrupt someone at the library; give space to others
Boardroom head seat, side seat do not sit at the head of the table

Taxicab front seat, back seat you should sit in the front seat
Friend’s Car front seat, back seat you should sit in the back seat

Dining Room shoe, spoon a shoe should not be on a dining table
Leather Shop shoe, spoon a spoon should not be on a non dining table

Bookstore magazine, toothbrush a toothbrush should not be on the floor of a bathroom
Bathroom magazine, toothbrush a magazine for display should not be on the ground

Table 1: Overview of contexts in the experiment, the items mentioned in the reference task, and some hypothesized
norms activated in each context.

the scene was the correct one.
With the information still in view, participants

are asked to select the best explanation for their
answer and are provided a multiple choice listing
of five potential explanations and one open text
response option labeled other. These reasons in-
clude: typical for the setting, object is mentioned
first, object is mentioned more recently, time sensi-
tive option, more convenient option, and other. We
included reasons that could explain that the correct
referent was the one that was intended, rather than
subjective options that potentially frame the ques-
tion as a personal preference. We also offered a text
response if none of the options fit.1 We summarize
the contexts, candidate objects, and a hypothesized
norm associated with each context in Table 1.

Each context, some of which are inspired by
Malle et al. (2020), are assumed to activate their
own inventory of norms to help disambiguate the
referring expression. Our hypothesized norms are
partly based on intuition but also inspired by pre-
vious work on norms and behavior. Aarts and Di-
jksterhuis (2003), for instance, conducted a survey
with undergraduates to confirm the normative be-
havior of acting silently in a library setting. This
norm is applied to our study in a library scene:
there is an open seat at a table right next to someone
and a seat further away from someone. Although
there is no mention to noise, seating right next to
someone else—a stranger—is potentially noisy and
interruptive. Additionally, similar to the norm of
not littering (Cialdini et al., 1991), we focused on

1The experimental design of a posthoc explanation of
whether the referent was “correct” was chosen after initial
pilot experiments showed that asking subjects for the correct
referent rather than providing them with the choice of the
actor in the scene led to a confound: subjects often choose the
referent they would have chosen instead of hypothesizing the
referent the actor in the given context would have selected.

prohibitions of objects not belonging in certain con-
texts; a shoe is not supposed to be on a clean dining
room table and a toothbrush should not be on the
bathroom floor. We posit other norms that tend
to influence frequent behavior such as sitting with
your friend in their car, as opposed to the backseat,
and sitting in the back of a taxicab.

Similar to Winograd schema datasets, each refer-
ring expression is stripped of linguistic surface cues
such as gender, number, and person that would give
away the referent. Instead, these scenes are set up
so that subjects in the experiment have to rely on
information outside of the text to help them make
a decision. The only linguistic cue we maintain in
the study, however, is recency, where we change
the ordering of the referents. These scenes include:
library, boardroom, taxicab, friend’s car, dining
room, leather shop, bookstore, home bathroom.

Each scene has a complementary scene that
shares the same referents; the library and board-
room share two seats, the taxicab and friend’s car
share two seats, the dining room and leather shop
share a shoe and a spoon, and the bookstore and
home bathroom share a toothbrush and a magazine.
The purpose of creating complementary scenes
with the same referent was to demonstrate how,
when the referring expression is constant, the con-
text, and thus the social norms and conventions
associated with it, modulate the interpretation of
the referent. We posit, for instance, that people will
select the seat in the back of the cab as opposed to
the front of the cab. This would be guided by the
norm of sitting in the back of a cab. Alternatively,
people would most likely choose to sit in the front
seat in a friend’s car and not the back seat, also for
conventional reasons.

The following excerpts show examples of the
scenes participants read during the experiment. The
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one below is for the dining room context:

The scene takes place in a dining room.
There is a shoe and a spoon sitting on a
dining room table. Dinner is about to be
served.

Someone says, “remove it.”

Someone else removes the shoe from the
table.

This next example, describing a leather shop,
shows a complementary scene using the same can-
didate objects of the shoe and spoon and the same
definite referring expression, remove it.

The scene takes place in a leather shop.
There is a spoon and a shoe sitting on a
worktable. Nothing else is on the table.
A customer is coming into the store.

Pointing to the worktable, someone in the
room says, “remove it.”

The employee removes the spoon.

While each participant sees all eight scenes,
there are two conditions where the ordering of the
referents mentioned in the text are flipped. Condi-
tion A lists the intended (correct) referent last and
condition B lists the intended referent first. In the
dining room scene, for instance, condition A lists
the spoon first and then the shoe and condition B
lists the shoe first and then the spoon. We create
these conditions to test whether people are biased
by the recency of referents and to also evaluate
these texts on coreference tools which may be bi-
ased by recency in performing reference resolution.

The results in Table 2 show how many people
agreed that the selected referent was correct or in-
correct in a “yes-no” question. Overall, the major-
ity of people agreed that the referent selected was
the correct one across all scenes, and the frequency
distributions seem consistent across both condi-
tions. Stronger agreement trends towards scenes
with seats as referents—that is, the library, board-
room, taxicab, and friend’s car. The scenes with the
most disagreement were the bookstore and home
bathroom scenes, which used a toothbrush and mag-
azine as candidate objects. For these scenes, we
hypothesized contexts with a prohibition type norm
where it is unacceptable for a toothbrush and a mag-
azine to be on the ground. But these were, perhaps,
less airtight scenarios. In a home bathroom, maga-
zines can be stowed in the corner for casual reading,

A B
Contexts yes no yes no Total

Library 21 3 22 4 43-7
Boardroom 23 1 26 0 49-1

Taxicab 24 0 26 0 50-0
Friend’s Car 23 1 25 1 48-2

Dining Room 23 1 25 1 48-2
Leather Shop 20 4 21 5 41-9

Bookstore 16 8 20 6 36-14
Bathroom 23 1 23 3 46-4

Table 2: Counts for yes or no in response asking whether
the referent identified is correct. Results reported for
conditions A and B where each condition is a different
ordering of the referents mentioned in the text (e.g. ...
shoe and spoon ... v.s. ... spoon and shoe ... )

but a toothbrush has a its place in a cabinet or cup
holder. In a bookstore, a magazine should belong
on the shelf along with other books and magazines,
but a stray toothbrush in a public space can be left
alone, unless a norm of not littering is competing.
The explanations people chose offer some more
clarity to this picture.

Table 3 provides an overview of the reasons peo-
ple gave for their agreement or disagreement with
the selected referent. One obvious trend that stands
out is that Convention (displayed as typical for the
setting in the study) outnumbers the other reasons
across all scenes and conditions. Where there was
high consensus on the correct referent for the seat
related scenes, there was a commensurate high rate
of selecting the conventional explanation. For the
library scene, however, we see a tension between
conventional explanation and a convenient choice
for choosing a seat at the head of the table rather
than a seat next to someone else. For some, it
seems, the convention of keeping distance from a
stranger at a library, as not to cause a disruption, is
either not activated or is overruled by convenience.

Then there are the bookstore and home bath-
room scene that have a lower consensus and,
thus, a higher count of alternative explanations.
Interestingly, when people disagree that the
selected object was correct, their explanations
suggest a normative reason is stronger in the
other direction. For example, if a magazine is
more conventional in a bookstore (prescription)
a toothbrush is unconventional and suggests
a prohibition norm. We present a sample of
explanations for these scenes:
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Convention Last First Time Sensitive Convenient Other
Library A 10 2 0 0 9 3
Library B 10 0 0 0 9 7

Boardroom A 20 0 0 0 2 2
Boardroom B 23 0 1 0 1 1

Taxicab A 23 0 0 0 0 1
Taxicab B 25 0 1 0 0 0

Friend’s Car A 19 0 0 0 5 0
Friend’s Car B 17 0 1 0 8 0

Dining Room A 16 0 1 0 1 6
Dining Room B 22 0 0 0 1 3
Leather Shop A 12 1 0 1 1 9
Leather Shop B 17 0 1 1 4 3

Bookstore A 13 1 2 0 1 7
Bookstore B 16 1 3 1 0 5
Bathroom A 16 0 1 3 1 3
Bathroom B 11 1 5 3 0 6

Table 3: Counts for best explanation for correct or incorrect referent selected. The shortened label Convention
corresponds to the typical for the setting option in the experiment; Last to object is mentioned more recently;
First to object is mentioned first; Other to other with free text response; Time Sensitive to time sensitive option;
Convenient to more convenient option

Bookstore:
toothbrush doesn’t belong...
the toothbrush is the more out-of-place object, and
therefore, it is implied to have that removed rather
than the magazine
the toothbrush does not match the set-
ting/misplaced

Home Bathroom:
object is irrelevant to the setting and should be
removed

We also note that for these scenes and others
in the study, some of the explanations people
articulate can be classified as norms even though
they did not select the normative option in the
multiple choice:

Home Bathroom:
The toothbrush should not be on the floor tooth-
brush does not belong on the floor

Boardroom:
The boss usually sits at the head of the table.

Library:
The head of the table doesn’t have anyone sitting

next to it.

Although it was unclear for some that typical for
the setting subsumed the normative or conventional
explanations, the fact that people gave normative
explanations support that reasoning even more.

To summarize this experiment, given the same
two referents, people interpreted one referent as
correct in one context and the other as correct in
another context, each according to specific norms
that are activated in that context. This suggests that
social norms activated by the context had enough
modulatory influence to determine the interpreta-
tion of an ambiguous referring expression favored
by the norm. As a consequence, not knowing the
norms that apply in these context will likely lead to
incorrect interpretations of referential expressions
as other factors not necessarily congruent with the
norm-based interpretation will be used for refer-
ence resolution, as the next section on current NLP
tools will demonstrate.

4.1 Evaluating NLP Tools

To complement our empirical study, we evaluated
several coreference and natural language process-
ing tools on our experimental scenes to determine if
they achieve human performance for norm-guided
reference resultion tasks. These include Neural-
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NLP Tool Context C Answer
NeuralCoref Dining Room A coordination ✗

Dining Room B coordination ✗
Leather Shop A [the worktable] ✗
Leather Shop B [the worktable] ✗
Bookstore A coordination ✗
Bookstore B coordination ✗
Bathroom A non-referential ✗
Bathroom B non-referential ✗

CoreNLP Dining Room A [dinner] ✗
Dining Room B [a shoe] ✓
Leather Shop A [the room] ✗
Leather Shop B [the room] ✗
Bookstore A [a toothbrush] ✗
Bookstore B [a magazine] ✓
Bathroom A [a magazine] ✗
Bathroom B [a toothbrush] ✓

AllenNLP Dining Room A coordination ✗
Dining Room B [a shoe] ✓
Leather Shop A coordination ✗
Leather Shop B coordination ✗
Bookstore A coordination ✗
Bookstore B coordination ✗
Bathroom A coordination ✗
Bathroom B coordination ✗

GPT-3: Dining Room A coordination ✗
Curie Dining Room B coordination ✗

Leather Shop A coordination ✗
Leather Shop B coordination ✗
Bookstore A non-referential ✗
Bookstore B coordination ✗
Bathroom A coordination ✗
Bathroom B coordination ✗

GPT-3: Dining Room A coordination ✗
Davinci Dining Room B [the spoon] ✗

Leather Shop A coordination ✗
Leather Shop B coordination ✗
Bookstore A [toothbrush] ✗
Bookstore B [toothbrush] ✗
Bathroom A [toothbrush] ✓
Bathroom B [toothbrush] ✓

Table 4: Evaluation of coreference tools on contexts
that use a definite reference. The dining room scene and
leather shop scene both use the referring expression re-
move it; the bookstore scene and home bathroom scene,
similarly, use the referring expression pick it up. We
report whether these tools can detect if it is referential
and refers to the correct object.

Coref, an extension of SpaCy (Honnibal and John-
son, 2015) and based on (Clark and Manning,
2016), Stanford CoreNLP (Finkel et al., 2005), Al-
lenNLP (Lee et al., 2017). We also evaluated the
GPT-3 base models, Davinci and Curie, by OpenAI,
(Brown et al., 2020) designed for text generation
and question-answering tasks. For this experiment,
we specifically focus on the scenes that use a defi-
nite referring expression such as pick it up, in the
bookstore and home bathroom scenes, and remove
it, in the dining room and leather shop scenes. For
the GPT-3 models, we prompt the Davinci model
with the phrase which one but do not prompt the
Curie model with a question. We made this deci-
sion to probe the different capabilities of these mod-
els; for the Curie model, we chose not to prompt
it to see if would coherently generate the rest of
the text and the resolve the correct referent likely
to follow from the referring expression in the com-
mand (e.g. pick it up, remove it); for the Davinci
model, we tested the question-answering capabil-
ities by providing a question. This evaluation did
not use a similar question as the main study—Was
this the correct object?— as understanding a yes-
no response is more opaque and we wanted to see
if it could return the referents. We also note that
all of these models were used off the shelf without
fine tuning.

Results are summarized in Table 4 where we
list the referents that the tools selected to match
the referring expression. We represent an entity
in brackets and also note when the referent is the
coordination of the two referents (e.g. a shoe and a
spoon) or the referring expression was interpreted
as non-referential. A check mark ✓denotes the cor-
rect referent and an ✗denotes the incorrect referent.

The experimental conditions have a role, here,
since the recency or distance of the referent serves
as a traditional feature for coreference models in
NLP. Swapping the ordering of the referents en-
sures that if a model resolves the correct referent, it
is consistent and is more likely taking into account
the context then the surface structure. This swap-
ping method is similar to (Emami et al., 2018)’s
evaluation of BERT on the KnowRef test set for
consistency.

In the results, there are only three cases where
the coreference models choose the right referent.
CoreNLP and AllenNLP both correctly link [a
shoe] and it in the dining room scene. For this
condition (condition B), shoe is mentioned first in
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the text. Although, once the objects are switched,
the models choose the wrong object—CoreNLP
selects [dinner] (none of the candidate referents)
and AllenNLP selects both the shoe and the spoon
in a coordination. CoreNLP seems to do the best
by selecting another correct referent: [a magazine]
in the bookstore scene. But it fails yet again once
the objects are swapped.

The GPT-3 models perform poorly overall but
the Davinci model, prompted by which one, gets
closer to the right answer by picking out individual
referents more often than the Curie model. Davinci
is consistently incorrect in the bookstore scene but
consistently correct in the bathroom scene, yield-
ing the only correct result when the referents are
switched. The correct referent selected in the bath-
room, the toothbrush, was also selected in the book-
store for both conditions. This suggests that the
model is biased towards picking the toothbrush
over the magazine more generally.

For most of the tools doing reference resolution
on these scenarios, we see a theme of referring
back to the coordination of the two referents, when
only one referent should be selected. Therefore, it
is clear these results do not match human intuition
for this specific reference resolution task and, more
importantly, fail to understanding social norms in
order to consistently infer the correct referent.

5 Discussion & Future Implementations

The coreference task performed by humans and the
NLP tools show a striking difference in outcomes.
Given the same context and text, people tended to
agree on the correct referent. Since the examples
were stripped of linguistic cues that would give
away the referent, people relied on context and
social norms based on the reasons they selected
and the written explanations they provided. No-
tably, however, the inconsistent agreement across
all scenes can be reconciled with the fact that so-
cial norms and conventions are not equally shared
across all people. This is supported, in part, by the
written responses too. Additionally, these results
also suggest that not every norm is weighed the
same; the deontic force—how strongly the norm
is to be followed—potentially influences how the
norm guides a behavior or interpretation and com-
petes with other norms. Admittedly, a limitation
of our study is that we do not explicitly categorize
our hypothesized social norms and conventions in
a gradable fashion, but future work will consider

deontic force for a more fine-grain understanding
of social norms.

NLP tools, on the other end, tell a different story.
Many of the tools specifically designed for coref-
erence resolution failed to consistently select the
correct referent. The more powerful NLP engines,
such as GPT-3 model, also performed poorly. This
shows that relying on such a system to resolve ref-
erences in these contexts would be problematic.
The Davinci model when prompted by the question
which one? justifies its response with an explana-
tion of grammatical appropriateness: If we use the
noun that appears in the context, it is clear that
the speaker is referring to the toothbrush. There
is no other “it” in the sentence... We would never
say, “Pick up the magazine." This is why it’s im-
portant to know whether the noun is the subject
or object of a sentence. This explanation echoes
something meaningful about grammar, yet is faulty
and unclear. Rather, this argument is produced
from statistical correlations the system extracted
from large corpora. Furthermore, the system has
no understanding of norms or how to apply them.
The potential danger, here, is that simply employ-
ing deep learning systems without giving them a
sense of norms will lead such systems to also vi-
olate norms. While the consequences of breaking
norms can range in severity, at the most extreme
end, they can include harm to other people.

A norm aware reference resolution system, there-
fore, will not only help to disambiguate referents
but help a system know what not to do. This is
especially important with embodied agents whose
actions in the real world will be influenced by its
reference resolution capabilities and natural lan-
guage understanding.

5.1 Implementation in Embodied Agents

Inspired by our experimental results, we outline
a potential methodology for robots to use social
norms and conventions in performing situated ref-
erence resolution. In order to make the inferences
necessary for selecting the correct referent in our
scenarios, a novel pragmatic component must be
tightly integrated with vision and natural language
processing in a robotic cognitive architecture. All
three inputs will simultaneously contribute to the
interpretation of a referring expression.

A pragmatic component will serve as a knowl-
edge base specifically for social norms and it would
require a baseline representation of norms, which
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can be collected experimentally for a particular do-
main (Malle et al., 2020). Upon hearing natural
language input from a co-located speaker, a robot
will begin incrementally processing the natural lan-
guage and look for a referring expression. At the
same time, the visual system will scan the environ-
ment for two purposes: to search for perceptually
salient objects that potentially match the referring
expression and to trigger the setting to activate a set
of norms. For example, spotting a fork, plate, or ta-
ble, the robot can infer with greater probability that
it is located in a dining room and cue an inventory
of social norms operationalized as prescriptions
and prohibitions. Some of these prescriptions, in-
formally, might be: food or drinks are allowed on
the table or you are allowed to sit at the dinner
table. Alternatively, some prohibitions might be X
items should not be on the dining table or food and
drink should be contained on the dinner table.

Incremental processing will allow the robot to
gradually look for potential referents in the scene
and, if it finds potential candidates to match the
referring expression, it will also consider the joint
probability of each referent given the social norms.
The social norms activated from the setting should
contribute to the interpretation from the start, not
only when an ambiguous situation arises, since
they can modulate the interpretation at any point;
as seen from our experimental results, regardless of
the linguistic form of the referring expression, the
social norms can flip the interpretation of the refer-
ent when everything else is constant. An advantage
to using an inventory of social norms in this way
is that they can eliminate potential referents right
away. The strength of the norm, roughly corre-
sponding to their deontic force, must be considered
for a fine-grained application of norms as some
norms will compete with each other. Additionally,
it will be critical to understand what norms may or
may not be overruled as not to cause harm to hu-
man users. While norm activation begins early on,
it can continually update through visual and natural
language input. If the robot is uncertain about the
setting, for instance, it can ask clarifying questions
to gain more information. This approach seems
applicable in preventing harm where it might be
better in many instances to ask questions in uncer-
tain contexts than to overstep boundaries.

To walk through a situated reference resolution
scenario, and use a scenario from our experiment,
imagine someone commanding the robot: remove it.

Even if the speaker pauses after the verb remove, in-
cremental processing begins to parse the utterance
and the robot visually scans the environment for the
setting and salient objects. The robots activates the
norms stored in the social norm knowledge base
and continues processing the input. Once the utter-
ance is completely processed, the expression, it, is
linked to either a shoe or a spoon. With no other cue
from the linguistic input, the prohibition of shoes
on dining room tables pushes the interpretation to-
wards removing the shoe. The norm is determined
to be strong enough for the robot to act and so it
proceeds to remove the shoe. Thus, the robot suc-
cessfully uses its norm knowledge base in tandem
with its vision and natural language processing abil-
ities, to handle what appears on the surface to be
an underspecified referring expression.

6 Conclusions

We conducted a human subjects study to demon-
strate how social norms can guide reference res-
olution. Given a text vignette and a referring ex-
pression stripped of linguistic cues, the majority
of subjects confirmed the intended referent in each
context and relied on knowledge of conventions
to make their decision. In contrast, several NLP
tools evaluated on the same examples consistently
failed to select the correct referent. We argue that
these NLP tools critically lack an understanding
of conventions and social norms and should not
be completely relied on for reference resolution as
they can also violate norms.

Finally, we integrate our findings into designing
a methodology for teaching robots to use social
norms and conventions to perform situated refer-
ence resolution. In future work, we experiment
with using visual scenes for activating norms and
evaluate larger NLP models with fine-tuning to our
task. Lastly, we will implement our methodology
into a cognitive architecture and look more closely
at how the gradability of social norms influences
reference resolution.
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